Infinova and Video Insight Enterprise Join together in Creating the Optimum IP Surveillance
Infinova' high performance IP video cameras and systems now integrate with Video Insight Enterprise class IP Video
surveillance systems.
Infinova IP cameras support MPEG-4 for efficient recording and viewing. Available as V6600 IP mini domes and the
V1700N IP PTZ dome cameras, they are ideal for any network surveillance installation, indoors or out. Vandal
resistant metal construction, IP66, and with an integrated heater/blower, these IP cameras set a new standard for
rugged security-grade operation. The most demanding requirements are easily met with high performance MPEG-4
technology that provides video at 4 CIF and 30/25 fps.
The Video Insight IP video surveillance system is an easy to use system for viewing live and recorded video from IP
based cameras. The system is tailored to accommodate multi-location installations especially for education, hospitals,
and government. Live and recorded video can be viewed using a full featured Windows Client or the Web Client. The
system is scalable to over 100 cameras per server and unlimited servers. All servers and cameras can be centrally
managed and configured. Using maps, floor plans, and customizable layouts, the end user easily navigates between
locations and cameras. The system has been developed using open technologies and is fully integrated with access
control systems. The Video Insight product suite offers a high end solution at a reasonable price. Due to the highly
efficient use of processing, bandwidth, and storage, the total cost of ownership for Video Insight solutions is
extremely cost effective. There are no hidden extra fees for remote viewing, PDA, or site licenses.
Infinova is an international innovator and manufacturer of complete security/surveillance solutions that deliver the
highest value to customers while providing the cutting edge technology necessary to meet today's stringent security
needs. Included in Infinova's products are dome PTZ cameras, networkable matrix switchers, fiber optic transmission
systems for video, audio, data and integration management software. Infinova provides consultants, integrators,
electrical contractors and installers with engineering design assistance and customized systems. Infinova products
are extensively used worldwide in the industrial and commercial facilities.
Video Insight is a US based developer of sophisticated multi campus video surveillance software. Our systems have
been installed on over 4500 campuses including major school districts, universities, and hospitals. Founded in 2002,
Video Insight's mission is to protect the next generation of Americans by providing intelligent, easy to use IP security
solutions.
For more information about Video Insight, please visit www.video-insight.com.

